The more simple technique is used to obtain the analytical expression of the entropy for the square-well fluid in the mean spherical approximation.
where ε , λ and σ are the SW parameters.
The Fourier transform of the attractive part of )
The expression for the Fourier transform of the direct correlation function, ) (r c , in the SW-MSA approach we represent as ) Here, the coefficients m b are calculated numerically from the condition, that the radial distribution function is equal to zero inside the HC;
σ q x = . The structure factor, ) (q a , of the SW system within the MSA(SA) is written as
(5)
Finally, using Eq.(10) from (I) we have the following expression for the entropy: Here, ) ( HS q a is the hard-sphere (HS) ) (q a , taken in the analytical form [3] , ρmean atomic density. Eq.(6) can be transformed exactly to Eq.(13) obtained in [4] .
